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How does a small business stand against the competition of the big business houses? The simple
strategy is to keep up with the changing times and if possible stay ahead of them. This means
thinking with the mind of the customer. Thinking through the possibilities of how you could reach out
to your valuable customers, how you could reach out to the target audiences and stay in constant
interaction with them. For any business today, one fact is the foundation of all the advertising and
marketing efforts and it is the online presence. Therefore, it is the small business online marketing
that is going to decide whether the business will survive the acid tests that come up daily. Just
putting up a fancy website and sharing its link with the customers is not the â€œbe allâ€• of the small
business online marketing. It requires investment â€“ to provide it visibility, to provide it an edge in local
searches, to build a positive reputation and to build and win a loyal and wider customer base. A
simple website can do wonders if marketed properly and a fancy website may fail to deliver the
traffic.

The small business online marketing starts right from the inception of the thought of the online
presence. The customer of today spends more time in the virtual markets hosted by the world of
internet than he does in the shopping malls. Who knows the market leader in your category could be
operating out of the makeshift offices but since he knew the basics of web mobile marketing inside
out, he made his business grow. So, how does this concept of small business online marketing
work? The first and foremost requirement is to have a web page designed to enhance the
experience of the visitor. The link should be shared across all portals where the target audience is
likely to visit it. Build relations through social media on the internet and by participating in blogs,
reviews, portals and discussions. Make your presence felt among your customers. Also understand
the trend of the market. If more people participate in the web mobile marketing drives than in any
other internet marketing option, then tailor your presence accordingly. In that case, opting for search
engine optimization of the webpage, and bringing it down to the comfort zone of the devices and the
customersâ€™ sounds more reasonable. The web mobile marketing can attract the attention through
various methods like mass SMS drives, mms drives, sending information over Bluetooth and
infrared etc. This also involves conducting local searches for venues, shopping places, restaurants,
maps etc. Thus getting listed with the local search lists of yahoo, Google; Bing etc. provides an
edge to generate traffic.

All said and done, small business online marketing is running your shop through the internet. And
this is about staying in the market for as long as you and your customers want. So, go for it and
grab the largest chunk of the market while you can.
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